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Executive Summary
The creek diversions are an important component of the Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Flood Mitigation Study
Flood Management Master Plan (Hydro Tasmania, 2006), approved as a stormwater management plan by the
Stormwater Management Authority in March 2008. Diversions have been consistently proposed in all the flood
mitigation studies undertaken for the catchments over the last few decades, which recognises the greater
opportunity to utilise an increased flow capacity in Brown Hill Creek in order to reduce flooding in Keswick Creek.
This ‘preliminary design’ study seeks to demonstrate that a feasible option is available, and to provide greater
certainty both with regard to the best solution, feasibility of construction and cost.
The Study is being undertaken in two stages as follows:
 Stage 1 - Feasibility and Alignment Selection
 Stage 2 - Preliminary Design
This report summarises the findings associated with the first stage of the Study.
The following objectives apply to the diversions project:
 Diversions to ensure that the 100 year ARI flow remaining within Keswick Creek is within the available channel
capacity, downstream of Goodwood Road.
 100 year ARI flow in Keswick Creek at Anzac Highway to be reduced further (to approximately half of the
channel capacity) to provide spare capacity for inflows downstream of this location (i.e. to avoid downstream
capacity upgrades to Keswick Creek)
 Capital cost to be managed within $32.0m ($2006) to be consistent with benefit-cost assumptions made in the
development of the approved Plan
The range of alignment(s) available for drains connecting Keswick Creek to Brown Hill Creek potentially requires
the use of land not in the ownership and control of Local Government. Where possible, these property owners
have been consulted in order to better understand intended future land use and to identify the constraints and
opportunities as they relate to the Brown Hill Keswick Creek Stormwater Project. The knowledge gained through
this process has been applied in the selection of the preferred diversion alignments.
The two diversions presented in the Flood Management Master Plan were compared against other possible
alternatives, with new issues (such as various development proposals and strategies) also taken into account. The
two diversion concepts previously presented (Goodwood Road, Railway diversions) and the two alternative
diversion proposals (Le Hunte Street, Anzac Highway diversions) are illustrated on the plan presented in Appendix
A.
The Le Hunte Street diversion concept is a variation of the Goodwood Road diversion concept, and is preferred
due to the following:
 A diversion at Goodwood Road is now unlikely to be achievable due to the recent development of land
required for the accommodation of a diversion structure
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 Extending the diversion a short distance upstream of Goodwood Road to Le Hunte Street will address periodic
inundation issues at Le Hunte Street and Joslin Street, and also ensures that the full 100 year ARI peak flow is
able to be collected above this ‘limited capacity’ creek reach
Easements will be required where the alignment for this drain passes through the Showgrounds site, and under the
Railway reserve at Leader Street.
A diversion at Anzac Highway has been considered as an alternative to the Railway diversion, and is preferred due
to the following:
 A diversion at Anzac Highway is considerably shorter (520m) than the railway diversion (1000m) and hence
should be considerably cheaper to implement
 the capacity of the channel through the Keswick Barracks is close to the 100 year ARI flow (after diversion
occurs at Le Hunte Street). A diversion at the Railway line, above the Barracks site, is not a requirement for
protection of the Barracks site, but rather for Keswick, Mile End and beyond.
In order to achieve sufficient longitudinal gradient for the Anzac Highway diversion, some changes either to
Keswick Creek upstream of Anzac Highway (within the Barracks site) or to Brown Hill Creek downstream of Anzac
Highway will be necessary. The scope of this work requires further investigation.
The Brown Hill Creek capacity upgrade is an important component that requires completion to provide sufficient
capacity for the full diversions from Keswick Creek. However, there may be an opportunity for the Anzac Highway
diversion drain to be constructed ahead of the Brown Hill Creek upgrade. The two creek systems exhibit
considerably different hydrological behaviour, such that generally for short duration storms which cause flooding
along Keswick Creek, spare capacity can be available in the existing Brown Hill Creek channel. Under such an
arrangement, a shutoff mechanism would be required to prevent diversion occurring when Brown Hill Creek flows
are high. This element clearly requires further investigation to confirm that the opportunity is available, and to
determine the feasibility of such an arrangement.
The technical feasibility of the Le Hunte Street and Anzac Highway diversion concepts have been confirmed
through some initial analysis of critical conflicting services and relative levels. Both concepts are recommended to
be selected for preliminary design as part of Stage 2 of this Study.
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1

Project Objectives
The Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Flood Mitigation Study Flood Management Master Plan (Hydro Tasmania,
2006) states that:
The overarching objective for flood mitigation in the Brown Hill and Keswick catchments is to reduce the
economic and social impact of flooding of the major drainage system, in a cost effective manner, using a
catchment wide approach and a variety of structural and non-structural mitigation measures.
The flood mitigation measures should incorporate multi-purpose measures wherever practicable
including opportunities for enhancing biodiversity, and storage and reuse of stormwater.
The plan provides further detail in relation to the principles to be adopted in the development of an effective
catchment-based solution, however in the development of the creek diversions concept presented in the Plan it is
clear that the following objectives apply specifically to this element:
 Diversions to ensure that the 100 year ARI flow remaining within Keswick Creek is within the available channel
capacity, downstream of Goodwood Road.
 100 year ARI flow in Keswick Creek at Anzac Highway to be reduced further to 11 m3/s to provide spare
capacity for inflows downstream of this location (i.e. to avoid downstream capacity upgrades to Keswick Creek)
 Capital cost to be managed within $32.0m ($2006) to be consistent with benefit-cost assumptions made in the
development of the approved Plan
The concept alignment documented in the Plan includes some reaches which pass through land not under the
direct control of Local Government. In these locations, it is considered appropriate to adopt these further
objectives:
 Proposal should take account of the issues that are likely to occur in the long term
 Proposal should not be reliant on the eventuality of developments where there is significant uncertainty, but if
possible have the flexibility to be adapted and take advantage of cost-saving opportunities where
developments proceed
 All new works must be within existing or new easements to Council.
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2

Property Issues and Opportunities
The range of alignment(s) available for drains connecting Keswick Creek to Brown Hill Creek potentially requires
the use of land not in the ownership and control of Local Government. Where possible, these property owners
have been consulted in order to better understand intended future land use and to identify the constraints and
opportunities as they relate to the Brown Hill Keswick Creek Stormwater Project.

2.1

Adelaide Showgrounds
The significant proportion of the Showgrounds site is owned by the Minister for Environment and Conservation,
with a long term lease (expiring in 2062) granted to the Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society Inc (RAHS).
Allotments fronting Leader Street (currently utilised predominantly for carparking) are in the freehold ownership of
the RAHS.
Adelaide Showgrounds management have indicated the likelihood for future redevelopment across much of the
site, which is evidenced by the recent release of a Ministerial DPA for the Showgrounds site for public consultation
(Minister for Urban Development and Planning, 2009). This document includes a concept plan showing the
potential development outcomes of the site (excerpt presented in Figure 2.1 below). Given the location of existing
heritage structures, and the practical necessity to maintain the internal road network in its current form, this
concept plan confirms that the proposed diversion alignment as depicted in Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Flood
Mitigation Study Flood Management Master Plan (Hydro Tasmania, 2006) is unlikely to conflict with future
development.

Figure 2.1

Adelaide Showgrounds DPA (Draft for Consultation) Concept Plan
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There is no easement over the creek alignment through the showgrounds site, over which a number of significant
structures (some understood to be heritage listed) have been constructed. The diversions concept is reliant on the
existing Showgrounds culvert being maintained in the long term, in a manner that does not reduce its capacity.
Given this performance expectation, it would be appropriate for some liaison to occur between the Brown Hill
Keswick Creek Stormwater Project Councils and relevant parties (Minister for Environment and Conservation,
RAHS) to ensure that appropriate practices are in place and responsibilities are defined in relation to the
management and maintenance of this asset, as well as clear recognition of its location.
It would be desirable for some appropriate arrangement to be put in place with the Minister for Environment and
Conservation that recognises the location of a diversion structure and the need for access for maintenance
purposes to be provided for in that arrangement.
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2.2

51A Goodwood Road, Wayville BP Development
Construction recently commenced on the development of a significantly enhanced service station and car wash
development on this site, that is located on the southern bank of Keswick Creek immediately upstream of
Goodwood Road.
The concept documented in Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Flood Mitigation Study Flood Management Master
Plan (Hydro Tasmania, 2006) nominated that a portion of this site be acquired to accommodate a creek diversion
structure. Given the status and nature of this development, it is considered to be unrealistic to pursue this option.
The existing creek channel ‘straddles’ this site and the ‘House of Prints’ property immediately to the north. There
is no easement over this section of creek which is on land owned by both parties.

2.3

51 Goodwood Road, Wayville Major Development Proposal
In December 2008 the Urban Development and Planning Minister declared Major Development status over the
proposal to develop the properties fronting Goodwood Road between Le Hunte Street and Young Street into a 6storey hotel complex with a multi-level undercroft carpark.
The proposal includes the BP land described above, however the proponent of the Major Development does not
currently have ownership of the site.
There is no specific timeframe under which the major development planning process must proceed and no further
information on the likelihood of the development occurring is available at this time.

Figure 2.2

Goodwood Road, Wayville Development Proposals
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2.4

Railway Line
The railway lines between the Keswick Barracks and the Showgrounds are contained within two continuous land
titles. These titles (to the Australian Rail Track Corp Pty Ltd, and Minister for Transport) bisect Leader Street (i.e.
the Leader Street road reserve terminates either side of the railway corridor).
The section of Keswick Creek that passes under the railway lines is within a drainage easement to the City of
Unley. At Leader Street, easements for the water and sewer mains occupy a significant proportion of the corridor,
potentially limiting the easement corridor available for a diversion drain.
DTEI is currently in the process of engaging a consultant team to undertake concept design work for a proposed
grade separation of the interstate railway line from the suburban railway lines, either south of the Goodwood
railway station or north of the Keswick railway station. There is some speculation that one of these concepts may
require modification to the Leader Street level crossing, by depressing Leader Street under the railway tracks at
that location.

Figure 2.3

Land Ownership in vicinity of Leader Street / Showgrounds
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2.5

Keswick Barracks
The Keswick Barracks site is owned by the Commonwealth (Minister for Defence).
There is some speculation that this site may become surplus to the requirements of Defence, although this view
has not been formally expressed by Defence. Notwithstanding, the City of Unley is currently in the process of
independently developing a Keswick Barracks and Surrounds Urban Design Framework which examines the
opportunities that may be available through redevelopment of the site. The prominent location of the site and its
proximity to the City suggests that this land would have significant development value.
There is no easement over the creek alignment through the Barracks site that is sited on Commonwealth land with
no defined access rights for Local Government. Redevelopment of the site may provide opportunity for a
combination of reconstruction of a “natural” creek channel, creation of detention ponds and wetlands, and
stormwater harvesting. The opportunities associated with any of these elements are not considered to be on a
sufficient scale such that they would reduce downstream 100 year ARI peak flows, and hence would not impact on
the scope of works associated with any diversion drain.

Figure 2.4

2.6

Keswick Creek channel through the Keswick Barracks site

Diversion Connections
The Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Flood Mitigation Study Flood Management Master Plan (Hydro Tasmania,
2006) nominates the potential acquisition of property to accommodate the connection of the diversion drains into
the existing creek channels.
In the absence of more detailed engineering design of both the diversion drains and the Brown Hill Creek upgrade,
demonstrating that no other viable options are available, it is not possible at this time to confirm the need for
acquisitions.
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3

Diversion Options

3.1

Flood Management Master Plan Concept Alignments
The Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks Flood Mitigation Study Flood Management Master Plan (Hydro Tasmania,
2006) nominates 2 diversions as follows:
 Goodwood Rd diversion (incoming 100 year ARI creek flow of 36 m3/s, diversion of 14 m3/s)
− diversion commences when flow in creek exceeds 15 m3/s, and is achieved by a side-spilling weir 30m
long
− diversion is upstream of the Showgrounds culvert (capacity 25 m3/s) such that the 100 year ARI flow is
reduced to within the capacity of this culvert
− diversion is principally comprised of a 3m wide by 1.8m high box culvert, 1525m in length
− capital cost estimate of $16m ($2006)
 Railway line diversion (incoming 100 year ARI creek flow of 22 m3/s, diversion of 11 m3/s)
− 0.25m high weir to initiate diversion (ie. diversion commences at relatively low flows)
− diversion reduces 100 year ARI flow to well below the capacity of the downstream creek channel to provide
spare capacity for West Torrens drainage inflows into the creek
− diversion is principally comprised of twin 2.1m wide by 1.8m high box culvert, 1000m in length
− capital cost estimate of $16m ($2006)
The required diversion capacities stated above have been adopted for the purposes of the investigation
undertaken in Stage 1 of this Study, however are subject to refinement in conjunction with DTEI for Stage 2.

3.2

Strategy Considerations

3.2.1

Anzac Highway Diversion
A diversion at Anzac Highway (in preference to a diversion at the Railway line) has been considered given that:
 the capacity of the channel through the Keswick Barracks (documented to be 20-25 m3/s) is an approximate
match with the (post Goodwood Road diversion) 100 year ARI flow of 22 m3/s. (i.e. reducing the flow through
the Barracks site to 11 m3/s is not a requirement for protection of the Barracks site, but rather for Keswick, Mile
End and beyond)
 A diversion at Anzac Highway is considerably shorter (520m) than the railway diversion (1000m) and hence
should be considerably cheaper to implement
Should this option be technically feasible, the Anzac Highway diversion is preferred over the Railway diversion
option.
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Subject to further investigation, there may be an opportunity for this diversion drain to be constructed ahead of the
Brown Hill Creek upgrade. As evidenced by a recent 5 yr ARI short duration event (21 September 2009) the two
creek systems exhibit considerably different hydrological behaviour, such that generally for short duration storms
which cause flooding along Keswick Creek, spare capacity can be available in Brown Hill Creek. It is envisaged
that under this arrangement, in the interim prior to the completion of the Brown Hill Creek upgrade, a shutoff
mechanism would be required to prevent diversion occurring when Brown Hill Creek flows are high. This element
clearly requires further investigation to satisfy performance expectations, which would include:
 Confirmation of channel capacity in the existing Brown Hill Creek channel downstream of Anzac Highway
 Identification of any works that would be appropriate in the downstream section of Brown Hill Creek channel in
order to a) increase the overall capacity of the creek reach and b) manage channel scour that may be
accelerated due to more regular high channel flows
 Hydrological advice confirming that, for a sufficient range of events, the diversion would be effective
 Identification of operational issues and required management practices to manage technical risks.
3.2.2

Le Hunte Street Diversion
A diversion at Le Hunte Street (in preference to a diversion at Goodwood Road) has been considered given that:
 The private ownership and ongoing development of land at the site of the proposed diversion suggests that
this option is unlikely to be achievable
 The section of Keswick Creek between Goodwood Road and Le Hunte Street has a restricted capacity
(approximately 20 m3/s) which indicates that:
− A diversion at Goodwood Road will not assist in improving flood protection in Joslin Street and Le Hunte
Street, which are currently subject to periodic inundation
− The ‘design’ 100 year ARI flow of 36 m3/s may not arrive at Goodwood Road in a manner that the diversion
drain could achieve its intended capacity.
A diversion commencing from Wayville Reserve into Le Hunte Street has also been considered, which would
overcome the issue outlined in the first dot point above, however would not address the upstream capacity issues
outlined in the second dot point.
The opportunity to direct this diversion into Brown Hill Creek upstream of Anzac Highway is considered to be
technically feasible (in terms of achieving gravity drainage). Many north-south aligned roads between Leader
Street and Brown Hill Creek are available for consideration, but Third Avenue is considered most suitable given
that this road reserve is relatively wide (to accommodate the culvert) and the creek corridor is broader (to
accommodate a wider creek channel). While this alignment would reduce the length and cost of the diversion, it
would require the scope of the Brown Hill Creek upgrade component of the project to be expanded. It is unclear
whether this is feasible (a segment of the creek is within private property), or whether there would be any net
saving to the Keswick Brown Hill Creek Stormwater Project. On balance, it is recommended that this alternative
not be pursued unless further work identifies unforseen difficulties in achieving the proposed diversion in Leader
Street and Anzac Highway.
The Le Hunte Street diversion option is the preferred option for the upstream diversion.
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3.2.3

Diversion Project Timing, Staging and Priorities
The diversion drains are intended to deliver a total 100 year ARI peak flow of 25 m3/s to Brown Hill Creek at Anzac
Highway. Combined with the upstream Brown Hill Creek flows, a total 100 year ARI peak flow well in excess of 25
m3/s will result in Brown Hill Creek downstream of Anzac Highway. Given that the capacity of many road crossing
structures downstream of Anzac Highway are in the range of 20-30 m3/s, the proposed upgrade of Brown Hill
Creek clearly must occur prior to the full implementation of the diversions project.
Construction of the Anzac Highway diversion and Le Hunte Street diversion could be undertaken as separate
packages of work. There may be some merit in progressing the two diversion drains as separate projects, given
the opportunity that may be available with the early delivery of the Anzac Highway diversion. Irrespective of the
early delivery opportunity, the Anzac Highway diversion is considered to have a higher priority due to the greater
direct benefits afforded to Keswick and Mile End.

3.3

Alignment Considerations

3.3.1

Anzac Highway
A collation of underground service information indicates that the availability of a 15m wide corridor, centred
approximately over the median island. This corridor would appear to be sufficient for the purposes of the diversion
culverts.

3.3.2

Leader Street
Underground service information indicates that the availability of a narrower corridor in Leader Street approximately 5.5m in some sections. Depending on the total diversion culvert width required in Leader Street,
some service mains (particularly sewer, water) may require reconstruction in a new alignment to suit the diversion
culvert(s). However, no services have been identified at this point in time that are considered to be likely to have
relocation costs that impact on the overall viability of this alignment.

3.3.3

Adelaide Showgrounds
As outlined in Section 2.1, an alignment that meets both the needs of the creek diversion project and that of the
RAHS appears to have been determined, in accordance with that proposed in the Brown Hill and Keswick Creeks
Flood Mitigation Study Flood Management Master Plan (Hydro Tasmania, 2006).
This alignment is recommended to be adopted as part of any diversion upstream of Goodwood Road.
Although reconstruction of the creek culvert through the Showgrounds site is not currently proposed, it is further
recommended that provision be made in the alignment of the diversion drain to enable the future reconstruction of
the creek in an alignment that is not under buildings. In relation to the diversion alignment to be adopted as
recommended above, this consideration should only affect the section between Goodwood Road and the
Showgrounds Arena, where a sufficiently wide corridor is available to accommodate both the diversion drain and a
realigned creek culvert.
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4

Concept Feasibility

4.1

General
The concept feasibility of the two diversion drains has been evaluated through the following process:
 Collation of underground service plan information, and identification of services that are expensive or infeasible
to relocate
 Generation of a longitudinal section, utilising surface and creek invert level data available from a range of
sources including
− Digital Terrain Model created for the Brown Hill and Keswick Creek Flood Plain Mapping Study
− Survey
− Construction drawings
 Collation of sewer main invert information from SA Water data
 Estimation of major underground service levels based on best available information / engineering judgement
 Preliminary culvert design and hydraulic grade line calculation
A preliminary vertical design has been prepared to support the concept feasibility of both alignments.

4.2

Diversion Structures
At the upstream end of both diversions, structures are required to be constructed within the existing creek channel
to achieve the desired diversion of flows arriving at each location. Both diversions are proposed to be achieved
immediately upstream of a road crossing, at a location where an additional culvert opening can be constructed
alongside the existing culvert / bridge. Some modification to the creek channel will be required over a short
distance upstream of the culvert openings to transition the channel to suit a broader section at the road crossing.
From a hydrological perspective, achieving the diversion via the method described above is different to that
described in the Flood Management Master Plan. This is particularly in relation to the upstream (Le Hunte Street)
diversion, where it had previously been proposed that a diversion structure be designed to ensure that all flows up
to a relatively high flow (15 m3/s) would remain in the Keswick Creek channel prior to the diversion being engaged.
The structures required to enable this to be achieved are considerably more significant, and hence the proposed
structure described above, which DTEI have confirmed does not adversely affect peak flow rates elsewhere in the
system, is preferred.
The design of the new culvert opening may need to include a low height weir to ensure that all low flows / base
flows continue within the existing Keswick Creek channel, which may be appropriate so as to not impact on the
performance of any downstream Keswick Creek stormwater harvesting schemes. All aspects associated with the
diversion structures require further consideration as part of Stage 2 of this Study.
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4.3

Anzac Highway Diversion
Key elements to note in the Anzac Highway diversion are as follows:
 At Anzac Highway, Keswick Creek is lower than Brown Hill Creek. However, significant changes in invert level
exist in both Keswick Creek upstream of Anzac Highway, and Brown Hill Creek downstream of Anzac
Highway. Reconstruction of the creek in either direction presents the opportunity to create a diversion that
gravitates from Keswick Creek to Brown Hill Creek.
 The design and performance of this diversion is potentially sensitive to the design and performance of the
Brown Hill Creek capacity upgrade. A low 100 year ARI flood level in Brown Hill Creek at the diversion outlet
would be advantageous to the diversion design.
 All sewer main crossings are well below the likely invert level of this diversion.
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 Preliminary design culvert size of 3m wide x 1.5m high
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Figure 4.1

Anzac Highway Diversion Concept Vertical Design
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4.4

LeHunte Street Diversion
Key elements to note in the Le Hunte Street diversion are as follows:
 The high value underground assets (bank of Telstra conduits in particular) at the intersection of Anzac
Highway and Leader Street should be avoided. This is likely to require the culvert to be constructed at a level
below that of Brown Hill Creek at Anzac Highway (i.e. the section of Brown Hill Creek between Anzac Highway
and Farnham Road may require reconstruction at a lower level).
 All sewer main crossings are below the likely invert level of this diversion.
 A maximum trench depth of 4m would be required through sections of Le Hunte Street
 Preliminary design culvert size of 3.6m wide x 1.5m high
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Le Hunte Street Diversion Concept Vertical Design
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Appendix A
Creek Diversion Options
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